Ask America’s Ultimate Experts

“Help me keep my
brain young!”
Our experts share the latest findings that’ll help
reverse aging and keep your brain sharp as a tack!

1 Build mental
muscle!
Google after
exercising!

Surfing the Net right
after window shopping at the mall,
walking your dog
or engaging in
any other moderate physical
activity ups
your recall!
Exercise gets
your blood flowing,
which sharpens your focus,
so when you go to Google, you
retain more new information, giving your
memory a boost, explain researchers.

Grow your brain with tai chi!

“A bigger brain really is a better brain,” declares
neuroscientist Gary Small, M.D. A great way to
pump up your volume? Practicing tai
chi three days a week. Research
shows that its gentle breathing and
muscle flexing moves combine to
boost the size of your brain!

Add three-pound
dumbbells!

“When you exercise, you secrete
BDNF, a protein that gets brain cells
communicating more effectively,”
says Dr. Small. “And research suggests incorporating weight-training
into your routine enhances that effect.” The
theory: Lifting even the lightest weights forces
you to focus on form and balance, engaging
and “exercising” more areas of your brain
than aerobic exercise alone.

Reminisce—with
yourself!

It’s a fact: Adults who
don’t socialize very
much are at higher risk
for dementia, notes
neuro psyc hologist
Paul Nussbaum, Ph.D.
So what can you do if
you don’t have the time
to—or simply can’t—
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memory lane is exercises that’ll keep
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your neurons
the people you love,
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just reminiscing—and
reminding yourself of
stories that put a smile on your face—simulates
some of the same brain (and mood) boosting
benefits as socializing!

Do nothing more often!

Since long-term stress is your brain’s
enemy, impairing memory, one of the
best ways to protect your smarts is
also the simplest: Relax! One
way to do that? Take a warm
bath! Not only does it promote circulation to your
brain, the hot water
prompts your body to release
special proteins that clean up
brain-fogging free radicals!

2 Fun ways to

stay super brainy!
Take on a challenge!

“A mental challenge initiates a short, beneficial stress response that supplies
glucose to the brain, enhancing memory,”
says expert Tom Foster, Ph.D. In fact, doing
something novel—like starting a new hobby
—is proven to build gray matter, providing
you with what’s called a “brain reserve”!
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They’re full of brain-boosting antioxidants! No
wonder a new study found that women
who ate more of the tasty treats
were less likely to experience
any mental slowdown as they
aged. Bonus: Berries help
lower cholesterol, a riskfactor for Alzheimer’s!

Stock up on healthy
omega-3s!

What’s the “fattest” part of
your body? Hint: It’s not
something you can see with
the naked eye. “Your brain,
which is 60% fat, is actually the
fattest part of your body!” reveals
Nussbaum. That’s why eating lots of
fish, which is rich in omega-3 fatty acids, is so
important for brain health. Not a fish fan? “You
can also get omega-3s from unsalted nuts
and green leafy vegetables,” he says.

Soak up the summertime vitamin!

Vitamin D—which your body synthesizes in the
presence of sunlight—protects your smarts by
accelerating nerve growth. Spending just 15
minutes outside every day should do the trick!
—Kristina Mastrocola

Our expert panel
Neuroscientist Gary W. Small,
M.D., is a professor of psychiatry and biobehavioral sciences
at the David Geffen School of
Medicine at UCLA and directs
the UCLA Longevity Center.
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Tom Foster, Ph.D.—professor
and Evelyn F. McKnight chair for
research on cognitive aging and
memory at the University of
Florida—is a leading expert on
age-related memory decline.

Neuropsychologist Paul D.
Nussbaum, Ph.D.—author of
Save Your Brain—is adjunct
professor for neurological
surgery at the University of
Pittsburgh School of Medicine.
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